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Ryan Feagan is a Consultant for Gallup. In this role, he works as a seminar leader, selection 
consultant, and strengths coach. Feagan has worked with clients in the healthcare, banking, 
automotive, accounting, and medical equipment industries, as well as with colleges, universities and 
state & federal government agencies. 

As a seminar leader, Feagan provides training to leaders, managers, and individual contributors to help 
them build engaged workplaces, measure their individual contributions, and best align their roles with 
their talents. He also helps managers understand effective tactics and define and refine best practices 
in their organization based on Gallup’s research in management and leadership.  Leveraging & 
analyzing specific gathered data about workplaces and customers, Feagan provides insight & training 
to managers to maximize their team’s potential, as well as create & grow a loyal and engaged 
customer base.  

As a selection consultant, Feagan has interviewed more than 750 candidates for leadership, 
management, and sales positions in client organizations. He provides ongoing consulting to hiring 
managers to ensure that their hires have the highest possible likelihood of success and that they 
contribute to the profitability of their organizations. Feagan’s selection consulting with one mortgage 
firm in particular has contributed to that firm’s ranking in the top 3 stable & strong firms in the U.S. in 
2009, despite difficult times for the industry.  

As a strengths coach, Feagan has spent over 500 hours in 1:1 conversations with managers, leaders, 
and individual contributors to explore their talents and how their talents drive maximum leadership 
performance.  

During 2008, Feagan spent six months embedded onsite with government clients, advising their 
research needs and managing Gallup’s data collection efforts to meet those needs.  Feagan sorted, 
analyzed, and interpreted data to provide regular verbal & written briefings to officials to guide better, 
more informed decisions.  Client evaluations during this time revealed that Gallup’s research and 
consulting was given the highest possible marks.  

Prior to joining Gallup in 2006, Feagan spent four years as an executive at Boy Scouts of America in 
Omaha, Nebraska, where he focused on growing membership, planning and coordinating events, 
managing volunteer committees, and raising capital and operating funds. He received a bachelor’s 
degree in philosophy from the University of Nebraska-Omaha.
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